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Dear Robert

It has come as a shock that RC want to defer their application.  Will
this request be granted by the examiners or not? If accepted, there will
be some alterations needed to my submission and maybe a few of the other
1040 submissions you could be getting when invited.

I have always felt suspicion in noting the several mentions by Rail
Central’s claiming their position was agreed by both Highways England
and the NCC.  One of their stances, of course 'agreed' by HE too, was
that traffic congestion would be at its worst at the general public peak
times. This was never going to fly, consider: ~1000 people in the 9-5
cohort moving punctually to/from work and compare that with a shift
cohort during day time of at least 2500 people also adding to
substantial local non-SRFI traffic, at times other than peak times.  
The assertion that 9-5 movements are worst-case ‘allow’ them the
(fraudulent) luxury of processing the impact of only a small cohort and
to omit completely any mention of the shift-worker people - indeed at
8-9hr and 5-6hr there are expected to be no shift movements at all.

In the DIRFT and Northampton Gateway proposals the shift workers are
obviously accounted for but the proposer's 24hr hourly charts indicate
an astonishing lack of punctuality which is implausible anyway.

It is to be hoped that a less scant assessment through 24hr is adopted
next - one that is more credible than recent proposals by others.

I admit that I have without an invitation written to you a brief
submission. Feel free to bin it if protocol calls for that action.

There is a practical issue which I hope you will give favour to:  you
have helpfully given out a library list of APP documents. I ask that new
files and altered files be added to the library with a coloured tag (as
is evident in iMac folder presentations). I also ask that files to be
abandoned remain in the library but carry a different coloured tag.  I
see this as a necessary measure to help keep track of Rail Central’s
‘pile-of-files’ methodology. An alternative would be to append to the
APPxxx label some form like APPxxx-new and APPxxx-old.  From what I have
read in the current request to defer there are perhaps only the 30
transport files plus various diagrams of earthworks in the vicinity of
modified junctions.

best regards   Tony Marsh
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